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With reference to above, I have to state that Bharatiya Shikshan Mandal. Nagpur is

organizing three days "Internalional Conference on Research for Resurgence"
during I lth February 2016 to l3'h February 2016 at Nagpur.
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received from organizing secretary ofthe conference.
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The Theme -,Research for Resurgence,
Research is the most important component of education. ln fact,curiosity, inquisitiveness and resultant creativity are the primefactors of any knowledge realization pro.urr. Real education shouldbe based on firsthand knowledge gained ou, of the most primarysource- experience. No amount of theorizing, rationalizing .njmemorizing can substitute the experientiar rearization of iearity.Hence research needs to be promoted at an early stage in theprocess of education. The noblest purpose of research is knowledgerealization.

ln the present times, the whole world is undergoing a tremendousturbulence in the fierd of knowredge rearization. The information
explosion of last couple of decades ,nO tf," consumer driven spurt oftechnological advancement has posed more challenges thansolutions, more questions than answers before the humanity. A, thegenuine inte'ectuars of the worrd are ararmed at the situation and
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there is an underlying concern for a sustainable and holistic
resolution of conflict in all the avenues of human activity viz
economics, technology, science, religion, international relations etc.
The Bharatiya perspective towards life is one step advanced than the
holistic and sustainable approach, being considered today. The
Bharatiya thought process is ,lntegrated,. Here knowledge was
defined as quest of inherent unity in the apparent diversity. Finding
this unity is the aim of all education and research is the only
methodology which can comprehensively provide the desired
results. Thus the humanity needs resurgence of this integrating spirit
pertinent to the manifestation of knowledge.
The purpose of research in present day education has to be
sublimated to the level of national regeneration. lt will make the
research socially relevant, environmentally eco-friendly as well as
technically and economically sustainable.

Resurgence for what?
When chaos reaches its ultimate pinnacle an urge to go back to
basics is what comes as an obvious step. Eternal Bharliya ,dorshan,

has potential to imbibe rethinking on the basics. This is where the
resu rgence is aimed at.
Going back to basics---

Objectives of the conference

Developing and promoting holistic approach in Research

lmbibing all perspective Bhartiya Approach

. Emphasis on grass root innovations and its documentation

Encouraging applicability and contribution of research

Networking researchers from diverse faculties

o Providing novel avenues for interdisciplinary research

. Exploring the wider and deeper meaning of life
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Areas to be revisited

o Purpose ofresearch
. Philosophy ofresearch
. Methodology of research

Sub themes

1-Education - Aim of education is the development of overall

personality of child. This is possible only with the holistic approach. A

critical review of structure of education today, the contents that are

learned, the way these contents are taught (methodology) and the

governance of education.

Education is the best tool for bringing about social change. lt has to

be dealt with very sensitively. Research in any of the aspects of

education that would bring about the resurgence is expected in the

form of paper/idea

2-Bhartiya Knowledge System - futuristic approach,

Bharat has rich heritage of more than thousands of years and we are

aware that in Bharat, knowledge systems flourished and reached

zenith in almost all faculties then. However we may not accomplish

our goal if we remain in the bliss of the history. Therefore it is of

utmost importance to be aware of the past but it is all the more

important to bring that stream of knowledge of the past in the

'present' to make our future more meaningful and comfortable. The

research in this direction is expected.

Secrete of this eternal culture is in abilityto be reformed in changing

context. But this process seemed to have been curtailed over the

period of time due to various influences. Rejuvenation of basic



principles behind this knowledge system has to be understood and
applied in present context through research in this sub theme.

3- Economics - questions are being asked regarding the existing
models of development, the need has arisen to define development
with respect to environment, culture and society; the real meaning
of development is necessary to be understood. The identification of
appropriate issues of development can bring about paradigm shift in
the resurgence of the nation.

The link between financial structure, governance and management
of the nation is very strong. The research to make it meaningful
towards desired development is expected. potential of this link can
be explored and presented in the form of a paper/ ldea
researchers.
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Developmental issues, management, governance and finance are the
focus for this sub theme.

4-science and technology - socially relevant

Science and scientific approach is the need of the day. lnnovation
and technological advances have helped in improving our material
life and physical comfort. The contribution of this field to the
betterment of mankind is obvious and beyond debate, however the
need to inculcate a thought process beyond materialistic approach
and to expand the contribution of this field for evolving mankind
towards ultimate truth has to be addressed.

Research papers focusing on the ideas contributing towards Nation
Building, social upliftment and towards making application of
scientific research easy are preferred.



Research in this field has been driven predominantly by the need of
the field of Commerce and warfare and not primarily for the
betterment of the society at large. So we are compelled to think
whether these innovations are boon or bane? Why are we saying
that there is a clash between environ m enta lists and technocrats as
though being technical and being humane are two different things?

5- Humanities - social challenges,

Social challenges from grassroots to urbanised smart cities are many
fold. Bhartiya approach towards life is integrated, whether in the
family, nation or the whole world. This is the key to the psychological
comfort much needed in today,s scenario. Bhartiya way of life has
solutions to the problems posed by the individualistic approach.
Research/idea to explore and document the Bhartiya way of life,
beliefs to demonstrate significance of integrated lifestyle is expected
in this sub theme. Different subjects political science philosophy_-
languages

6-Environment - Being eco-friendly is the need of the day now and
we have to protect Nature. Methods of going closer to nature can be
explored in all walks of life. What we eat, what we use, what we live
in and almost everything that we have around us, when done
sensitively in consideration to the nature is,organic living,. From
Bhartiya perspective living is itself organic however because of
deviation from original concept the emphasis has to be given to
organic living separately. Manifestation of,organic living, can be
many fold. Any idea that brings mankind closer to the nature is the
idea of this sub theme.

Agriculture, forestry, health, architecture, city planning, industries,
all are the possible fields to manifest organic living.



The real meaning of development has to be understood and realised
and needs to be manifested through research.

7-Civilization Harmony- (Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam) this is Bhartiya
philosophy which propagates that whole world is one family. tt
fosters an understanding that whole humanity is one family. Mans
existence on earth traces back to many thousand centuries, and
concept of family is the sign of evolved civilisation. Man has to go
way beyond his immediate family and learn to expand horizons of his
family. Concept of family in Bharat is very strong and has very diverse
connotations. Once a family, our relations have emotional bonding.
This feeling of oneness can bring about prevailing unrest in small
communities or large Countries to rest. A research for understanding
this basic philosophy of'vasudhaiva kutumbakam, and also to spread
it across the world for the peaceful existence of mankind is

necessary.

Naipunya- the Researcher's Workshop

Pre conference workshop shall be conducted on the first day of
conference. Young researchers shall be the participants for the
workshop. Refinement in the talent of research and insight into real
indigenous research will be achieved in the workshop. ,Naipunya,_

Pre Conference Workshops will also be conducted in various parts of
world -before and after the conference with the objective of
sharpening the abilities and skills of young researchers and
sensitising them towards the social needs.
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Participation

Participation for conference is open for all academicians, research

scholars, students, industrialists and anyone who feels concerned

about 'research', by registration. Eminent personalities shall be

invited as key note speakers for inauguration and valedictory and in

the plenary sessions. Vice chancellors of national and international
Universities, heads of funding agencies for research, policy makers

and prominent personalities from industry will be special guests for
the conference.

The conference shall be the epicentre of avant-garde movement in

research, where'change' will be initiated.


